Halloween DIY’s
Hello everyone, hope you are keeping well during your time away from school.
I thought I would create some simple step by step Halloween tutorials for you to do with your child.
Please don’t feel like you have to do these activity as they are just something fun for you to do if you would
like to.
If you do make one with your child, we would love to see some pictures.
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Happy ghost decoration

You will need:








Paper
A Black Felt tip pen
Scissors
PVA glue
Cotton balls
Something to spread glue (small paint brush, small spoon etc)

As a bonus step you could stick a loop of string or wool to the back and it can be hung from the ceiling, on
the window or even on the fridge.
This task is good as it works on children’s gluing skills as well as giving them sensory input from the
different textures in the glue and the cotton balls.

Glitter Spider Picture

You will need:







Glue (PVA or glue stick)
Glitter
Black felt tip pen
Something to spread (brush, spatula or spoon)
Googly eyes (not essential but adds a little extra spook)
Paper

This spider activity is very good for the children’s fine motor skills (it works the finger muscles when the
child pinch and sprinkle the glitter which is good for strengthening their grip when holding pens and pencil,
as well as lots of other things)
It’s also a very good arty job for sensory input as the children get to work with the sticky, gloopy texture of
the glue, as well as the rough texture of the glitter ( the glitter is also really good visual input as it reflect
the light as it falls).

Autumn leaves picture

You will need:







Paper (or a small canvas is you have access to one, this will have a better result)
Leaves
Paints (preferably autumn colours but any will work, it works best with 3 or more colours)
Glue (PVA or stick)
Something to spread with (brush, spatula or spoon)
Sponge (any sponge will do, small big, art sponge or even a kitchen sponge)

A good tip for this activity is not to put too much glue on the leaves as we don’t want them to stay stuck to
the picture (they are only there to make the silhouette).
To make this picture more of a keepsake you can write the date near the top of the picture, and to make it
even more personal you can cut pictures of your family out in the shape of the leaves and stick them over
the silhouette.

